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1 
The present invention relates to gun chargers 

for automatic machine guns and the like, and 
more particularly to a method and apparatus for 
controlling the operation of such gun chargers. 
In automatic machine guns, for example, of the 

“Browning” type, the ?ring pin may be released 
either mechanically or electrically to ?re a car 
tridge in the cartridge chamber of the barrel of 
the gun. The recoil caused by the explosion of 
the cartridge causes a bolt mechanism or charg 
ing mechanism to be moved rearward with respect 
to the cartridge chamber. Upon rearward move 
ment, the charging mechanism extracts the case 
of the ?red cartridge from the chamber and 
moves a. cartridge belt or clip one notch to pre 
sent a succeeding cartridge adapted to be inserted 
into the chamber. After the charging mecha 
nism has been moved to its rearmost position and 
has been fully retracted, it is returned or moved 
forwardly by a strong spring or the like. In the 
course of its return stroke the charging mecha 
nism ejects the case of the ?red cartridge from 
the gun and inserts the succeeding cartridge into 
the chamber. 
While the ?ring pin is released, the gun ?res 

each time the charging mechanism returns to its 
extreme forward position. If no trouble develops, 
the cycle of operation of the charging mecha 
nism may be repeated at a rate of between 400 
and 1000 times per minute. 
Once the gun has been provided with a supply 

of ammunition and has been ?red, ?ring should 
continue automatically until the supply of am 
munition is exhausted, unless any one of a num 
ber of possible di?iculties occurs. For example, a 
cartridge may fail to explode or may fail to de 
velop a recoil force sufficient to move the bolt or 
charging mechanism through the extracting, 
ejecting and loading cycle. Also, the charging 
mechanism may fail to extract the empty case i 
of a ?red cartridge, which may jam in the cham 
ber and resist removal on the ?rst attempt; or 
the charging mechanism may fail to properly ad 
vance the cartridge belt or clip one notch, where 
by di?iculty may be encountered in inserting the 
succeeding cartridge and ejecting the case of the 
?red cartridge. In the event that the bolt or 
charging mechanism fails to function properly for 
any of the foregoing reasons or other di?iculties, 
the gun will cease ?ring, and it will become nec 
essary to recock the bolt or charging mechanism 
by moving it rearwardly and then releasing it to 
complete the extracting, ejecting and reloading 
operations and restore ?ring of the gun. 

Heretofore, devices known as gun chargers 
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2 
(which are not to be confused with the bolt or 
charging mechanism) have been employed for 
mechanically recocking or initiating the opera 
tion of the charging mechanism. None of these 
devices has been found fully satisfactory, because 
the control means therefor were unreliable in 
performance, and relatively slow in response to 
slowing down or stopping of the ?ring of the 
gun, whereby relatively long delays were occa 
sioned before the gun was restored to its normal 
?ring action. 
The present invention aims to provide a rapid 

and reliable method and apparatus for detecting 
and controlling the operation of the gun charger 
of machine guns and the like. The invention fur 
ther aims to provide an improved, simple and 
practical detecting and controlling apparatus 
which is light in weight, occupies a minimum 
amount of space and is constructed of a minimum 
number of parts. 
An object of the invention is to provide a de 

tecting and controlling apparatus which provides 
an electric current of a predetermined value in 
response to the normal movement of the charg 
ing mechanism adapted to prevent the actuation 
of the gun charger, whereby, in the event the 
charging mechanism slows down substantially or 
stops, current of a sufficient magnitude fails to be ' 
provided and the gun charger is no longer pre 
vented from being actuated. 
Another object is to provide a detecting and 

controlling apparatus in accordance with the 
foregoing; wherein an electric current is supplied 
for controlling the actuation of the gun charger, 
and an electric current is generated in response 
to the normal ?ring of the gun which opposes 
the supplied current so as to prevent operation of 
the controlling apparatus of the gun charger dur 
ing the normal ?ring of the gun. 
Another object is to provide a method of de 

tecting the slowing down or stoppage of the charg 
ing mechanism, in accordance with the foregoing 
objects. 
A further object consists in the combination 

and arrangement of parts whereby the foregoing 
objects and advantages may be accomplished. 
Other and further objects of the invention will 

be obvious upon an understanding of the illus 
trative embodiment about to be described, or will 
be indicated in the appended claims, and vari 
ous advantages not referred to herein Will occur 
to one skilled in the art upon employment of 
the invention in practice. ' 

A preferred embodiment of the invention has 
been chosen for purposes of illustration and de 
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scription and is shown in the accompanying draw 
ings, forming a part of the speci?cation, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic side View of a 
machine gun having a gun charger attached 
thereto. 
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic View, partly in sec 

tion, of “they eessentialzoperating parts. of. the gun 
charger and a detecting and-‘controlling device, 
illustrating an embodiment of the invention. 

Figure 3 is a wiring diagram of an electric cir-ci 
cuit for operating the detectingand. controlling 
device, in accordance with the invention. 

Figure 4 is a wiring diagram of an electric cir 
cuit, illustrating another embodiment ofllthe ‘in 
vention. 

4 
pressure medium operated ram or plunger mech 
anism 20, comprising a cylinder 2i and a piston 
assembly including a piston 22 and a piston rod 
23 slidably mounted in the cylinder. The piston 

5 rod is adapted to extend out of one end of the 

Referring to the drawings, and~more~particu4 “ 
l‘arly to Figure 1, there is shown a machine gun, 
for example, of the “Browning” type which, gen 
erally comprises a barrel assembly 8 and» a~bolt 
mechanism or charging. mechanism 9 (not shown 

‘:inadetail), located in; a; housing Vorcasing Iii. ‘The 
n'charging; :mechanism- is of the: usual, desigm-and 
~ comprises a number‘ of slidably ~movable \and 
"reciprocating parts :which ~ :are — adapted w to» "be 
asmoved rearwartdly-or vretracted by the: recoilwre 
:::sultinglzfr.om the'explosion of the fired cartridges, 
eandg'adaptedl to be mov'ediorwardly or» returned 
-;. by resilient. means, suchras ayspring H or the 
dike. which becomes energizedloy-the‘ recoil. _Dur 
King :thezreciprocatiomof rtheserparts; the ‘normal 
operating cycle of the gun is carriedtout. 'This 

~cyclercomprises: the steps-.of-removing; a cartridge 
'5 "fromsthei cartridge. beltland : inserting'it :into 'the 
:chamber ;of :the barrel, ?ring the cartridge,- with 

I wd-rawingitheiempty cartridge case~~from the cham 
berrmovinglthe gbelt one notch, and ejecting :the 

.-::cartridge case':fr.om the housing :10. 'Sincethe 
;".QOII.StIl1CtiOn' iandxoperation of‘ such, a gcharging 
--;mechanism is- walla-known :to those skilled: in-:the 
art, and since the charging mechanism-perse 

vdoes not monstitute‘ a: .part of .the present inven 
r :tion; a? detailed illustrationa-nd description there 
' :‘of; is._not;believed--to;be necessary. 

-.:In':. the: event :the I normal :operating- or, ?ring 

‘- heicgun must; ,be~-'recharged< orwrecocked . before 
ti‘itrywill-goperate automatically again. :To-accom 
jpHSh',_fthiS,i afguncha-rger ‘l2,- suitablyuencased, 
. :mayszbe-aattached~toreither=side ,of the gun casing 
or housing I0 and mayzzbersoperatively connected 

3:130, thecharging mechanism: by a bolt-or vstud l4. 
fl‘heistud or boltfllllreciprocates with; and maybe 
part .ofr-thez, charging; mechanism; and viszadapted 

_ :to wextend through-an elongated slot 1 5 “in-the 
~~housing and-.extend-into the: gun charger casing. 

The gun charger 42, preferably,<is“pneumati 
' cally-operatedby, a?uid pressure medium; such as 
high pressure carbon-dioxide, compressed-air or 
any suitable gas.storedtin-a-container E6. The 
pressure-medium is. supplied-to the gun ‘charger 
by a-hose or tube I‘I- connectedto a valve l8 which 
,isadaptedwto -.be .operated by suitable v.devices 
(not shown), actuated in response to the :failure 
of the charging mechanism to reciprocate in its 

.. normal, manner. I. Suitable (electrically. operated 
'devicesimaybe ~utilized. for detecting. the stop 
..page_.or_.’slowing downof the chargingmecha 
nism, which mayberassociated .with. the charg 
ing‘mechanism and the guncharger. 'Thesede 

" tectingl'devices. may ‘beielectrically connected to 
a’ control panel, a source ,oielectricallenelfgy,and 

_i'other ‘electrical devices‘by'means of ,a cable is 
*containing electrical conductors, 

In Figure 2,_the essential operating parts of 
‘* thejgunchargernlrl are illustrated diagrammati 
"cally;v The gun charger is provided with a‘?uid 

10 

cylinder, and carries a ramming head 241 posi 
tioned ior'movement in the path of a rider assem 
bly 25 connected to the reciprocating bolt or stud 
H- of the charging mechanism. 
When the ram or plunger mechanism ‘29 is 

operated, the, piston rod 23 moves out of the 
.Jcy-linder, and‘the ramming head is adapted to 
engage the rider assembly 7:5 and move it toward 
the-left; that is, in rearward or retracted posi~ 

i'tion-with-respect to the gun. The piston assem 
‘bly, including the piston rod and the piston, and 
a. the ramming head may be returned to their ini 
tial position, as shown in. Figure 2, by resilient 
.meanssuch as a spring '25 mounted in the cylin 

"25 

~40 

."CXQlEgOf; the gun.is:1interrupted:an'd'?ring ceases,“ _ 
' a. seat .35 of the exhaust - port when the ‘surface 

The end- of the cylinder oppositethe end‘from 
~which the-piston rod is adapted to extend is 
‘provided with a port 2'! foradmitting/ the pressure 
mediumIinback of thepiston 22,_and for per 
mitting the pressure’ mediumto- be exhausted. 

- A tube or conduit 29 connects the port 2'! to the 
. valve l8, which is'adaptedrtorcontrol the admis 
sioneof'the pressure medium to the cylinder 2! 

‘ andgthe exhaust of the mediumito the atmos 

. 30, phere. 
The valve i8 comprises an inlet 3?! in commu 

. nication- with the hose H'supplying'the pressure 
medium 'from the container 15; a .valve seat 

“ 3! adjacent the inlet 39; a valve chamber 32; 
a port 34. in communication with the valve cham~ 
ber 32'and-leading-to the tube 2!); ‘and an exhaust 

_ port or vent 35 in communication-with the valve 
~ chamber 32 and having an annular seat 38 facing 
> they inlet valve seat 3!. >A-suitable valve member 
~37 is- slidably mounted-in the valve chamber 32 
for controlling the admission and exhaust of the 
pressure medium. The valve member 3? 'may 

.- have a. sealing surface '39 atone end-for seating 
on the valve seat 3!, and may have a sealing sur~ 
face-4E9 at its~other end for seating, on the valve 

7.39 is unseated. The pressure -medium at the 
inlet-~38 tends to unseat I the valve’ member‘ 37 
"from the inlet seat 3! vand to cause the surface 
4!] of the valve member to ‘abut the-exhaust port 

50' ' seat 36. 

55 

60 

In order to normally close'the inlet '38, ‘there 
is provided a stem? 41, slidably mounted in the 
‘valve body and extending through the exhaust 

>- port' 35, having one end thereof attached to the 
valve member 37 and having its other end ex~ 
tending-outwardly of the valve body; and a bell 
crank lever 42 for engaging the outwardlyex 
tending end of the stem 4! and moving it in 
wardly into the valve body to- cause the surface 
-39 of 'the valve member 3'! to be moved against 
its seat 3| . The lever 6.2 is pivoted at A4, and 
has an arm 45, engaging the free end of‘ the stem 

' 4|, and a second arm 46, held downwardly by a 
65-spring1'l, or the like, whereby the arm '45 is 

maintained in a position to urge the stem 4| into 
the valve body. Preferably, asolenoid'??, or the 
like, is provided for rocking the arm 56. upward 
ly in opposition to the spring 41, whereby the 

70 arm' 45 is moved away from the stem M to, per 
mit “the valve member to move away from .the 
inlet seat‘ and admit pressure medium to ,the 
cylinder 2|. 
The lever 142 may ,befurther controlled to el 

75 fect operation of the valve in predetermined re 
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lation with the movement of the ram upon actua 
tion thereof. For example, it may be desirable 
to maintain the valve is open until the bolt it 
has been moved by the ramming head into a 
position to reenergize the charging mechanism 
of the gun. This may be accomplished by suit 
able devices illustrated diagrammatically here~ 
in as comprising a lever 55 pivoted at 52 adapted 
to be engaged by a projection 5!; on the rider as“ 
sembly when the bolt has been fully retracted, 
and a connecting rod 55 pivotally connected to 
the lever 5i and the arm d5 of the lever 52 adapt 
ed to effect return of the lever to its initial valve 
closing position upon engagement of the lever 51 
by the projection 54. Since such devices do not 
constitute a part or" the present invention, a de 
tailed description thereof is not necessary. 
In order to eiiect operation of the valve con- 

trolling solenoid 5c in the event of stoppage or 
slowing down of the reciprocating bolt M of the 
gun charging mechanism, suitable electrical de 
tecting and controlling circuits are provided, 
which will now be described. In accordance with 
the invention, an electric current of a predeter 
mined magnitude is generated during the-normal 
reciprocating movement of the bolt It, and the 
failure of current of such a magnitude to be 
generated due to the stoppage or slowing down 
of the bolt It determines the operation of the 
solenoid 50. 
The current may be generated by any suitable 

means operatively associated with the rider as~ 
sembly 25 connected to the bolt M. For purposes 
of illustration, the generating means may com 
prise a stationary, elongated, inductively wound 
coil lid extending lengthwise with respect to the 
charging mechanism of the gun, and a pern1a~~ 
nent magnet 51 adapted to be reciprccated with 
in the coil by having one end thereof secured to 
a bracket 52 carried by the rider assembly 233. 
This arrangement is adapted to generate in the 
coil 65 a current of the alternating or rapidly 
reversing type, and the generated current is 
adapted to be conducted to rectifying means by 
wires or conductors 5d and 65 connected to the 
respective terminals of the coil 
As illustrated more particularly in Figure 3. 

the alternating type current is adapted to be 
recti?ed to provide a direct or continuous type 
current, by a suitable rectifying circuit such as 
a bridge recti?er 6%, or the like, having termi~ 
nals GT and t8. It will be understood; of course, 
that a direct or continuous type current be 
provided by operatively connecting a direct cur 
rent generator, or the like, to the reciprocating 
bolt it, for instance, by suitable drive means 
for translating reciprocating rectilinear motion 
into rotary motion. 

In Figure 3, a detecting and controlling circuit 
is shown which comprises a. source of electrical 
current, such as a battery ‘it, the current of 
which will be referred to herein as the “supplied 
current”; the current generating means, includ 
ing the coil "69, the magnet 64 and the bridge rec 
tifier 6G for providing the “generated current”; 
a delayed action relay ‘H or the like for operat— 
ing a switch ‘F2 for controlling the energization 
of the valve solenoid 5%; suitable resistance ele 
ments ‘M, 75 and 76 adapted to be utilized for 
balancing the voltages of the supplied and gen 
erated currents; and a switch ‘l? which is closed 
during the firing of the gun. This switch ll may 
be associated with the trigger of the gun, so that 
operation of the trigger closes the switch. 
In accordance with the invention, the fore 
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6 
going elements are arranged in the circuit so 
that the voltage of the supplied current is adapt 
ed to be opposed by the voltage of the generated 
current, to thereby prevent or decrease the flow 
of current through the relay ‘H and prevent op 
eration thereof to close the solenoid switch l2. 
To accomplish this, one of the terminals of the 
battery is electrically connected to the terminal 
of the like sign of the recti?er. For example, 
as shown, the negative (——) terminal 18 of the 
battery 18 may be connected, by a wire ‘is, to 
the negative (——) terminal 58 of the bridge rec~ 
ti?er, and the positive (+) terminal 88 of the 
battery may be operatively connected to the posi 
tive _(+) terminal 67 of the bridge recti?er as 
about to be described. 
A Wire 8! connects the terminal 80 to one ter 

minal 82 of the switch Tl; a wire 84 connects the 
other terminal 85 of the switch Tl to one ter 
minal 85 of the resistance element ‘it which serves 
to reduce the voltage of the battery current at 
the other terminal 89 of the resistance element 
715; a wire Bl connects the other terminal 83 of 
the resistance element ‘it to one terminal GS of 
the relay 1i; and a wire HI connects the other 
terminal Q2 of the relay to the terminal El of 
the bridge recti?er 65. One terminal 93 of the 
relay controlled switch 12 is connected to the 
battery terminal 86 through the wires 8! and 8t 
and the switch 11. 
The resistance element 15 is connected in the 

battery circuit by connecting one terminal there 
of to the terminal 89 of the resistance element 
“it and connecting the other terminal thereof to 
the wire '59 at 95. The resistance elementv ‘I6 is 
connected across the bridge recti?er by connect 
ing one terminal thereof to the wire 9! at 95 and 
connecting the other terminal thereof to the wire 
ii? at $5. With the foregoing arrangement, while 

is ?ring normally, the voltage 6 of the 
generated current across wires 19 and 9! is sub. 
stantially equalto the voltage E of the supplied 
current across the Wire 3'! and the wire 19. By 
reason of the fact that voltages e and E are sub 
stantially equal and in opposition, no- current 
will ?ow through the relay ‘ll whereby the relay 
is prevented from operating the switch 12. The 
generated current i will be dissipated by the re 
sistance element 76, while the supplied current I 
will be dissipated by the resistance element 15. 
In the event the gun slows down or stops ?r 

ing, generation of current will decrease in mag 
nitude or cease, whereby the circuit will no longer 
be affected by the generated current to prevent 
operation of the relay l’ I . As the potential across 
the terminals 95 and 98 drops to a value less than 
that across terminals 89 and 95, an equalizing 
current is adapted to flow through the relay ‘II to 
e?ect operation of the switch ‘i2. When the 
switch ‘i2 is closed, current is adapted to be sup 
plied to the solenoid 53 by a pair of conductors or 
wires 8? and 99, the wire 97 being connected to 
the battery terminal '18 and the wire 99 being 
connected to the battery terminal 80 through 
‘the wire 8!, switch Ti, wire 84 and switch 12. 
In the foregoing described circuit, the battery 

voltage across its terminals ‘i8 and 80 normally 
exceeds the recti?ed generated voltage across the 
telmlnals 6's’ and 63, and hence the resistance 
element 14 is utilized to equalize the effective bat 
tery voltage E and the generated voltage 6. While 
a ?xed resistance element ‘it is shown, it will be 
understood that a variable resistance element 
may be substituted therefor to accurately balance 
the voltages E and e. 



, reciprocate .during normal ?ring. 
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It-will also be understood that the current gen 
. erated-may have a‘ voltage equal to the Voltage 
of the-battery current across the battery termi 
nals. This-would eliminate the necessity for a 
compensating resistance element 74. 

It is also contemplated that the voltage of the 7 
generated currentrmight eXceed the voltage of 
the battery or supplied current. Thus to pre 
vent the voltage-of .thegenerated current from 
overcoming the voltage of the supplied current 

. and- causing a portion of the generated current 
to ?ow .through the relay and effect operation 
thereof, the relay ‘i I may be of the polarized type, 
and may be so connected in the circuit that only 
the flow of battery current in one direction there 
through will close the switch 72 associated there 
with, and that the ?ow of generated current in 
the other direction therethrough will not effect 
operation of the switch 12. This type of relay 
eliminates the need for very accurately balancing 
the effective supplied voltage E. and the generated 
voltage e, provided of course that the voltage e 
only slightly exceedsthe voltage E during normal 
?ring of the gun. 
As mentioned herein, the relay, preferably, is of 

the slowv operating .or delayed action type which 
is affected by the ?ow of current therethrough for 
a predetermined period, but is unaffected by tran 
sient currents of a duration less than the pre 
determined duration. 

In. Figure 4, a modi?ed circuit is illustrated 
wherein current is ‘prevented from being sup 
.pliedto the gun charger controlling solenoid 50 
during normal firing of the gun, by providing an 
electric current during the normal motion of the 
bolt mechanism or the like which a?ects or en 

. ergizes electrical means, such as a holding relay, 
which holds open a switch for supplying current 
tothe solenoid'e?. This circuit may comprise a 
bat ery 1' 0’, having a pair of terminals ‘I8’ and 80', 
a \vire'li?’ connecting the terminal ‘I8’ to one ter 

. minal of the solenoid 56, and a wire 99’ connect 
ing the other terminal of the solenoid to the ter 
minal 8E5.’ by means of suitable switches and con 
ductors about to be described. 

.' These means include a trigger switch '17’ hav 
, ing a. terminal ‘82’ connected by a wire 8I’ to the 
terminal. 09’; and a switch IGI normally held in 

.. open circuit. position by. a spring H12 and adapted 
toJoemoved into closed circuit position by the 
action of a relay 504. One terminal I05 of the 
switch Iiil is connected to a terminal 85' of the 
switch 7"" by a wire I06, and the relay I04 is 
connected across the wires 91’ and I06 in opera 
iive'connection with the terminals 18' and 80', 
respectively, of the battery ‘I0’, whereby upon 
closing of the trigger switch the relay is ener 
gized by the batteryv current and the switch IOI 
is closed. The other terminal I01 of the switch 
+5.‘! is connected by a wire I09 to one terminal 

' N0 of a switch I II having its other terminal I I2 
connected to the solenoid 50 by the wire 99'. The 
switch II I is normally held in closed circuit po 
sition by aspring I I4 and is adapted to be moved 
into open circuit position by the action of a re 
lay H5. The relay H5 has its terminals con 
nected by wires 61’ and 68' to suitable means for 
generating an electric current during the normal 
movement of the guruwhich means may comprise 
acoil 150, a permanent ‘magnet 6| adapted to re 

‘ ciprocate or‘oscillate within the coil 60, and- a 
recti?er-‘circuit B6. The magnet. 6| is operatively 
associated with the rider assembly 25 of the rbolt 
orgchargingmechanism of the gun adapted t 

The devices of the circuit illustrated in Fig 
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ure 4 operate asfollows: Whenthetriggerswitch 
TI’ is closed to?r‘e the gun, ‘the solenoid. I04 is 
energized by the battery current to close the 
switch IOI in opposition to its spring I02. -As the 
gun proceeds to ?re, the magnet BI .is oscillated 
or reciprocated with respect to the coil 60, where 
by an electric current is generated in the coil, 
which energizes the relay H5 to move into open 
position the switch III in opposition to its spring 
Hi. When the switches TI’, HH and “lame in 
the foregoing'd'escribed positions, as illustrated 
in broken lines in Figure 4, current willnot flow 
to the gun charger controlling solenoid, 5i!iv and 
operation of the solenoid is prevented. 
In the event the bolt or charging mechanism of 

the gun slows down or stops,.while the trigger 
switch is being held in closed position, the gener 
ating means will fail to provide an electric cur 
rent altogether or. a current of sufficient magni 
tude to energize .the relay H5 to enable it .to 
maintain the switch III in open circuit, position, 
whereby the switch III is moved into closed cir 
cuit position by its spring Il4. When this oc 
curs, the'solenoid 50 is energized by the battery 
current flowing through wire 8|’, switch 11', wire 
I06, switch Iill, wire I69, switch II! andwire 99’; 
and, after passing through the solenoid winding 
returning through wire 91'. As the gun charger 
restores the vboltor chargingmechanism of ‘the 
gun to normal motion, current is again generated 
to energize thev relay H5 which opens the switch 
5 il, whereby battery current ceases to be sup 
plied to the solenoid 50. 
From the foregoing-description it will be seen 

that the present invention provides an improved 
method and apparatus for controlling gun charg 
ers. The electrical circuits and device ‘therein 
are simple in construction, and can be econom 
ically provided. The parts utilized are light in 
weight but are adapted to withstand any rough 
usage to which they. may be subjected. Further 
more, the apparatus is adapted to return the gun 
to ?ring operation in a minimum period .of time. 
As various changes may be made in the form, 

construction and arrangement of the partshere 
in, without departing from the spirit ‘and scope of 
the invention and without sacri?cing anybf its 
advantages, it is to be understood that all matter 
herein is to be interpreted as’ illustrative and not 
in any limiting sense. 

It is also to be understood that the following 
claims are intended to cover all thegeneric and 
speci?c features of the invention herein described, 
and all statements of the scope of the invention 
which, asa matter of language, might be said to 
fall therebetween. 

I claim: 
1. In a gun charger for a machinegun hav 

ing a reciprocating member, the combination 
with said reciprocating member of a normally in 
active charging mechanism for operating the re 
ciprocating member, an electrical control:device 
constructed and arranged to be .actuatedby a 
current of a predetermined magnitude for ren 
dering said charging mechanism operative, an en 
ergizing circuit including means for supplying 
said predetermined current to said control de 
vice, current generating means adapted to-be 
driven by said reciprocating member, and means 
constructed and arranged foroperation ‘by :said 
generated current to render said energizingcir 
cuit ineffective to supply current to .saidcontrol 
device during normal operation of said recipro 
cating member and upon failure of saidgener 
ated current to permit energization‘ of said con 
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trol device by said energizing circuit to thereby 
eifect operation of said Charging mechanism. 

2. In a gun charger for a machine gun having 
a reciprocating member, the combination with 
said reciprocating member of a normally inac 
tive charging mechanism for operating the re 
ciprocating member, an electrical control device 
constructed and arranged to be actuated by a 
current of a, predetermined magnitude for ren 
dering said charging mechanism operative, an 
energizing circuit including means for supplying 
said predetermined current to said control de 
vice, current generating means adapted to be 
driven by said reciprocating member, and means 
constructed and arranged whereby said gener 
ated current opposes said supplied current to ren 
der said energizing circuit ineffective to supply 
current to said control device during normal op 
eration of said reciprocating member and upon 
failure of said generated current to permit en 
ergization of said control device by said energiz 
ing circuit to thereby e?ect operation of said 
charging mechanism. 

3. In a gun charger for a machine gun having 
a reciprocating member, the combination with 
said reciprocating member of a normally inac 
tive charging mechanism for operating the re 
ciprocating member, an electrical control device 
constructed and arranged to be actuated ‘by a 
current of a predetermined magnitude for ren 
dering said charging mechanism operative, an 
energizing circuit including means for supplying 
said predetermined current to said control de 
vice, a second circuit, current generating means 
in said second circuit adapted to be driven by 
said reciprocating member, and connection 
means between said second circuit and said con 
trol device whereby said generated current op 
poses said supplied current, whereby said sup 
plied current is ineffective to actuate said con 
trol device during normal operation of said re 
ciprocating member and upon failure of said gen 
erated current is effective to actuate said con 
trol device to thereby effect operation of said 
charging mechanism. 

4. In a gun charger for a machine gun having 
a reciprocating member, the combination with 
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said reciprocating member of a normally inac 
tive charging mechanism for operating the re 
ciprocating member, an electrical control de 
vice constructed and arranged to be actuated by 
a current of a predetermined magnitude for ren 
dering said charging mechanism operative, an 
energizing circuit including means for supplying 
said predetermined current to said control de-. 
vice, current generating means adapted to be 
driven by said reciprocating member, and means 
constructed and arranged for operation by said 
generated current including switch means to ren 
der said ?rst energizing circuit ineffectve to sup 
ply current to said control device during normal 
operation of said reciprocating member and upon 
failure of said generated current to permit err 
ergization of said control device by said ?rst cir 
cuit to thereby e?ect operation of said charging 
mechanism. 
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